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Holiday Decoration Balloon Arch 

High quality holiday decoration balloon arch is 

produced by borun balloon factory in china. it is 

one of the representative products of the qianjia 

balloon brand, and it is a popular balloon arch in 

the Christmas season. the colors of white and red, 

representing Christmas, are the colors of the 

holiday decoration balloon arch, which is 

characterized by high quality balloons and simple 

production methods. borun balloon factory has 

been providing this holiday decorative balloon arch 

to balloon dealers all over the world since august. currently, we can produce more than 

2000 sets of balloon arch garland set every day in china. if you also want to wholesale 

holiday decoration balloon arch, please contact us as soon as possible. 

 

 

Product Description 

This red latex balloon and white latex balloon are the main colors of the holiday decoration 

balloon arch mainly used for Christmas party decoration and children's birthday party 

decoration. Holy white is like the white snow in winter, red-hot red is like the warmth of the 

home, like escaping the same sweet foil balloon. This holiday decoration balloon arch will 

make the family feel extra warm as they get together for the most important holiday of the 

year.  

  

Many customers saw this balloon arch and thought it would be difficult to make? You don't 

have to worry, we put the detailed production process in the package of each holiday 

decoration balloon arch package, and we have professional workers to accompany you 24 

hours to make the holiday decoration balloon arch. In the holiday decoration balloon arch set, 

you are free to change the foil balloon with your favorite style, and the workers of Borun 

Balloon factory will help you match the plan, help you match the most popular holiday 

decoration balloon arch. 

  

This hot holiday decoration balloon arch is the most purchased balloon arch by customers, 

many customers are waiting for delivery at present, but Borun Balloon factory is a balloon arch 

manufacturer with high quality requirements, so we will strictly control the quality of holiday 

decoration balloon arch on the basis of ensuring the output. 
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